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EU, UK condemn 
China's HK security 
law
July 1, 2020

China's parliament passed national security 
legislation for Hong Kong on Tuesday, setting 
the stage for the most radical changes to the 
former British colony's way of life since it 
returned to Chinese rule 23 years ago.

1. From                                                                                                                                            
"We are obviously deeply concerned about the decision to pass the national security law in 
Beijing as it affects Hong Kong.''

2. To                                                                                                                                           
''We deplore this decision.”

3-1. The international community condemned                                                                                　
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-2. which sets the stage for the most radical changes                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

4-1. The law tackles subversion, terrorism, separatism                                                                
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
4-2. with certain crimes punishable                                                                                                
 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5. It comes in response                                                                                                                    

6. Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam                                                                                                   

7. She virtually addressed                                                                                                                
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”The legislation will not undermine 'one country, two systems' and Hong Kong's high 
degree of autonomy.  Hong Kong is a free and diversified society. We respect differences in 
opinion and thrive on reaching consensus, but a one country principle is non-negotiable and 
could not be compromised as without one country, two systems will stand on shaky 
grounds, and Hong Kong's stability and prosperity will be at risk.”

8. In Hong Kong,                                                                                                                                    

9. Popping                                                                                                                                       

10. A far cry from critics and protesters                                                                                            

''This national security law is enacted when most of the Hong Kong people, indeed all of 
them, have no idea what even the law is, and no idea what the provisions are, and what are 
the punishments, and what are the so-called punishable acts.”

11-1. Amid fears                                                                                                                            
11-2. pro-democracy activist Joshua Wong’s Demosisto group said                                            　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
12-1. The legislation may get an early test                                                                                      
12-2. saying they would defy a police ban                                                                                        
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

[Vocabulary]
◻concerned about: worried about something
・The police said they were very concerned about the boy’s safety.

・They were much less concerned about the conditions their servants had to bear.

◻deplore: to express strong disapproval of; to regret strongly;
 If you say that you deplore something, you think it is very wrong or immoral.
・We deplore the government's treatment of political prisoners.

・He deplored the fact that the Foreign Secretary was driven into resignation.

◻passage: the process by which a bill is discussed in a legislature and becomes law
・The bill had a surprisingly stormy passage through the Senate.

・It's been 200 years since the passage of the Bill of Rights.

◻legislation: a law, or a set of laws
・Under current legislation, factories must keep noise to a minimum.

・She has called for legislation to eliminate handguns.

・security legislation

◻set the stage: to direct with fixed attention; to provide the basis or background 
・This trend will set the stage for higher earnings.
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◻subversion: the action of trying to destroy a government or an established belief, 
especially by attacking it indirectly in written or spoken material
・He was arrested in parliament on charges of subversion for organizing the 

demonstration. 
・No doubt he had the assistance of agents who thought they were engaging in some sort of 

Communist subversion.
◻separatism: a disposition toward schism and secession from a larger group; the principles 
and practices of separatists
・But Separatism was undoubtedly promoted by persecution.

◻collusion: the secret activities of people who work together to do something dishonest
・They have filed a lawsuit alleging collusion to fix oil prices.

・He found no evidence of collusion between record companies and retailers.

◻in response to: in an answer to ; in a reaction to 
・The program starts running in response to Start button. 

・The subject has to select the correct word among four alternatives in response to a 

question.
◻virtually: using computers or the internet
・Nowadays all these things can be experienced virtually.

◻address: to speak publicly to a group of people
・He is due to address a conference on human rights next week.

◻undermine: to make something or someone become gradually less effective, confident, 
or successful
・Britain was accused of undermining international efforts to reduce pollution.

・Their trading position has been seriously undermined by the minister’s remarks.

◻autonomy: a situation in which a state, region, or organization is independent and has the 
power to govern itself
・Rebel leaders are demanding autonomy for the region.

・Activists stepped up their demands for local autonomy last month.

◻diversify: to develop into something different
・Faced with a changing environment, most organisms will adapt and diversify.

・diversified society

◻thrive on: to become successful or happy in a particular situation, especially one that 
other people would not enjoy
・Some couples thrive on conflict.

・She has always thrived on intense pressure in her studies, so attending Yale for law 

school seemed like the natural choice.
◻consensus: agreement among all the people involved
・We are still hopeful that further talks will result in a consensus.
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・It will be difficult to reach any sort of consensus on this issue.

◻non-negotiable: fixed and not possible to change through discussions
・That there is evil in the world is my non-negotiable point of departure.

・We must state clearly that these are our standards and our principles, and that they are 

non-negotiable.
◻compromise: to solve a problem or end an argument by accepting that you cannot have 
everything that you want
・Her refusal to compromise infuriated her colleagues.

・We simply cannot compromise on the question of human rights.

◻pop: if a cork pops, or if you pop it, it makes a sudden noise like a small explosion when 
it comes out of a bottle
・He popped the cork and poured two glasses of wine.

・Champagne corks were popping.

◻enact: to make a proposal into a law
・Their crimes were committed before the law was enacted.

・The bill would be submitted for public discussion before being enacted as law.

◻provision: a part of an agreement or law that deals with a particular problem; A provision 
in a law or an agreement is an arrangement which is included in it.
・This contract includes a provision for salary increases over time.

・The bill's provision for the sale and purchase of land faces stiff opposition.

◻Joshua Wong: (born 13 October 1996) Secretary-General of Demosisto (10 April 2016 – 
30 June 2020) a Hong Kong student activist and politician. He served as secretary-general 
of the pro-democracy party Demosistō until it disbanded following the implementation of 
the Hong Kong national security law on 30 June 2020. Wong was previously convener and 
founder of the Hong Kong student activist group Scholarism.
◻Demosisto: a pro-democracy political organization established on 10 April 2016 as a 
political party. It was led by Joshua Wong and Agnes Chow – former leaders of Scholarism, 
along with Nathan Law, former secretary-general of the Hong Kong Federation of Students 
(HKFS).
◻defy: to refuse to obey someone or something; If you defy someone or something that is 
trying to make you behave in a particular way, you refuse to obey them and behave in that 
way.
・The commander defied a direct order to surrender.

・Nearly eleven-thousand people have been arrested for defying the ban on street trading.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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